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The most common measure to screen for depression related to childbearing is the EPDS. 
This self-report instrument contains ten items ranked from 0 to 3 that reflect the patient’s 
experience over the past week. The EPDS has been validated extensively for use in the 
postpartum period.
—Dorothy K. Sit, MD and Katherine L. Wisner, MD, MS

1.  I have been able to laugh
and see the funny side of things

 
Steel, so much steel, and cold
since the heat in the delivery room was either off or sweltering.
    The husband faded behind pain, reappeared,       again faded.
 
Then I was close enough to see over the cliff of terror and jumped—
 
she was out of my skin and in the world. She opened one gray eye.
   Who             in the world

One more thing, OB talking again, blood clotted
         in uterus,    bring it out by hand,
this will hurt,
 
and fingers—blocky man’s fingers—swept me,
           like when you empty your bag into the trash,
                                  scooping, shaking, I was,
         body flexed tight as a bowstring, teeth crushed together
 for how long how long, then chattering
          and very cold.
 
She cried like she was hoarse—just whispers.
 
They pricked her heel every two hours, squeezing out her blood.
 
Lying beside us, my husband looked over at her
and she was blue—                  only for a moment.
 
Have I laughed? I smiled a lot at people who smiled at me.
 
If something funny were to happen, I would laugh, I think. Nothing funny
has happened.
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2.  I have looked forward to things 
with enjoyment

—as much as I ever did,
though I deliberate over this statement
with confusion and a familiar
sense of dread.
 
In the center of my body is a river
of fear and whispering;
 
unknown shapes and sharp edges
slowly roil.
 
At the hospital
I broke open, exposing the wincing skin
of a baby, three weeks early, to cold air
and bright lights. I was sorry for her,
so sorry.
 
              The midwives had bragged
about their discharge time: 4 hours
after delivery. You’ll want to be home.
 
After the baby turned blue,
then pink again, and my milk hadn’t come in,
I knew differently. My husband more rattled
than I. His Ménière’s diagnosis, strange symptoms
of tinnitus, balance problems, deafness
casting a slowly ballooning shadow.
When he goes back to work in a week,
I thought, I'll be completely alone
with this
 
my own body sewn back together with steel
or plastic, still bleeding.
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3.  I have blamed myself unnecessarily
when things went wrong

I have blamed myself correctly
when things went wrong.
 
I’m a marionette,
limping home with a blown glass infant
balanced on my wooden arms.
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4.  I have been anxious or worried
for no good reason

 
A new picture window suddenly cut
               in the corner of the house. Private rims

 and edges cast plainly in naked light,
the mind tired and redrawing, feebly, in new
                           flashes of illumination.
 
Our new rental turned out to be a half-buried rusty bucket:
             galvanized steel top above a lace
of uneven brown teeth, deep in soil.
 
          Attic flies emerged in a warm February
but camel crickets and cockroaches scoured the floors
  every night. Earwigs scuttled
                                by the living room baseboards.
                    Twice I found slugs on the kitchen toe kicks.
 
Yes I’ve been anxious and worried
for very good reasons—babies stop breathing without warning
     I am shredded and unstable
in my pelvis and there are roaches there are slow
      black flies like carrion flies.
 
I saw a sign inside the birth center’s bathroom door:
                 Sleep deprivation has been linked to PPD!
                                    Make sure you’re sleeping!
 
But at the hospital they told me to feed her every 2 hours
till she reached her birth weight,
                                                  they said breast is best
                             so I latched her every 2 hours night
and day.    
                      It took 2 weeks. I slept, woke
        to her raw cry,
                        nursing pillow buckled around me
 like a soft closed cervix. 
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5.  I have felt scared or panicky for no
very good reason

A rat ran up the clock and set me at 10:30,
ready to strike the half hour, looking dead
at midnight. But the minute hand tripped,
knocking forward then back, unable to crest
the gear’s tooth. I would begin to relax
when a whimper crackled from the baby monitor,
its red light flaming. In my body, a rubber band
stretched to a paler shade of chalky white.
Our house was a safe house: a bunker with earth
piled up to high windows. That explained the slugs
and earwigs, the gunshots cracking at dusk.
I imagined a man with a gun breaking in, both of us
sitting up in bed, our faces masks of tragedy,
and there he was, between us and the baby.
I sat nursing her and rocking, her cheeks softer
than any known substance, gold lashes fluttering
open and closed, with the clear sense that I
was the officer chosen through some cataclysmic
chain of events to guard this baby, parents dead,
placed in the care of a witness protection program.
I remember the day this metaphor came to me.
Epiphany, the right word entering the cloud, releasing
meaning in a downpour of clarity. One knot came
undone, then three, then a draft of clean air riffled
the pages of my Encyclopedia of Threats,
ponderous as a family Bible and lying open
on its spine.
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6.  Things have been getting on top of me
 
But the baby cries so much of the time.
I can’t think of exactly when or how long,
I just feel so sorry for her little body
that hurts somewhere. When I step into
the familiar lift and go all the way down
to a basement room with a high small
window and nurse her to sleep, her blue eyes
look up at me with interest and a peace
I want. I want a body to lie on, to be held.
I worry there’s sadness in my milk. There’s not.
But it makes me weep. She watches me,
latched and curious, hand light as a leaf
brushing my collarbones and breasts.
Sometimes she’s restless, and I grit my teeth
and rock so hard the springs groan. Her whines
quiet as she feels the relief of inertia. So do I.
As she sleeps, I open the screen lock
on my phone so I can see other people
through its little window. I’ll only be free
for an hour, and I am only a little free. 
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7.  I have been so unhappy 
that I have had difficulty sleeping

 
For weeks I’ve been so tired
that I have difficulty thinking.

I’ve been so chilled by the baby’s cry
that I have difficulty keeping

it together. On her worst nights
I have rage-paced, clutching her

in my arms, and I have been so unhappy.
When she sleeps, I’ve been so relieved

that my sleep comes easily. Dream-
less and heavy, a perfect oblivion.

I’m having trouble with conditional
statements. But if rage is idiopathic,

it should be secret. I think. I’m uncertain.
I’ll offer another statement in its place:

I have been so somnambulant
that often, I put the baby in her car seat

then drive 40 miles down
the interstate, and 40 miles back.
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8.  I have felt sad or miserable
 
She’s been out of my body for a week.
                                                                    I’m glad
                  she’s still alive. I’m not glad
                                                                    that a blanket
thrown over our naked bodies
                          is too much heat for her.
 
What I need is to sleep         with her on my chest
 
        but I wake to find her body hot,
                                    not sweating, 102℉. 
 
I call my mother, shaking. I wipe the baby with wet cloths,
making her cry.

                 Why should my heart’s blood be too hot for her
 when she was robed in it
                                          seven days ago?
 
But things will get easier—which things I don’t know—
 
                         and then we will both be happy.
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9.  I have been so unhappy 
that I have been crying

Only occasionally does pain or crying
            happen to me. Most of the time

                      I feel the chill and open space
     of awe but without the joy.

Quite often
         my canoe slides down a river

                          of threat, a low sky
                boxing us in,

                                                 strange forms
                           moving under us.

Often, a goblin crouching behind me sings
grim fairy tales in one ear. I scan the floor for roaches
          with one eye.

  Husband’s vertigo laps the gunwales,
                        tinnitus screaming like a jet engine
                                            only he can hear.

        In the night, her cry boxes our ears
like the gunshot
   
   we heard last night from
                    the next street over.
                                                        We string
                                our nerves around the perimeter
            of the bedroom
to cast a soft glow.
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10.  The thought of harming myself has 
occurred to me

 
When you first gave me this test,
the day after my body ran aground on a reef
and pushed out a baby, not a single thought
had occurred to me. Only this shipwreck,
its two bloodied survivors.
 
When you gave me this test again,
first pediatrician’s visit at 2 weeks,
I knew what you wanted me to say.
Everyone firm and efficient, and I, a ghost
not entirely embodied, was expected to raise
a human child and, if possible, to get
inside the walls of the cheerful city.
 
First, the thought never, ever occurred to me.
 
Second, when I drove her to sleep
every afternoon—freedom of the mind if not
the body—blank mugshots of unhappy mothers
occurred to me, and I recognized them.
My arms so tired I held the wheel with one hand
at a time.
 
Months later, I allowed it to occur to me
that relief, rightness, and completeness
was a ramp into the sky as the sun set above the interstate,
all three of us exiting our terrible life
in the same car at the same time: instantaneous.
What a drug.
 
To imagine the end with neither pain nor survivors.
 
Sometimes, during endless nursing sessions,
                I imagined the solidity and peace
           of lying in a roomy box
                               under spring topsoil.
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  Nothing to pull
or push me, fight me, ask anything of me, or cry
            these terrible sad cries.      I’ve been fighting

with the husband over housework in the daytime,
                      and we’ve been screaming. In the night,

the baby cries. Under
      the earth
 
I could lie perfectly still, be perfectly silent. I think
I hear rain falling.
 
                                  Above me, earthworms
       and tiny centipedes tunnel. Grubs rest
                in their little caves.
 
    I feel around me the light curtains
of roots, working in their diligent way, unaware
of me. 
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